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Domain Branding Workshop for Photographers, June 29, 2015, Berlin

BERLIN - June 27, 2015 - PRLog -- The domain branding workshop for photographers will be held in
Berlin on June 29, 2015. We meet at the Weltzeituhr (Worldtime Clock) at Alexanderplatz in Berlin at
10.00, we walk from Alexanderplatz to Berliner Dom and brainstorm domain branding ideas in
photography by focusing on different vectors: photography genres, modes of production, photo equipment,
channels of distribution, etc.

Visit http://www.keywordresearch.org/?p=526 for details.

Why do photographers need domain name?

It's increasingly hard to for an individual photographer to stand out in overpopulated world of digital
photography. Premium domain name gets the job done. Say my name. That’s what exact match domain
name stands for. The exact match domain tells the whole story about your online presence in one short line,
it’s memorable and it’s brandable. That’s why the exact match domains are popular and pricey.

Just like the adage “A picture is worth a thousand words” the entire idea of exact match domain branding
refers to the notion that a complex idea should be conveyed in the most laconic way. When you buy a good
domain name, you buy a business.

Some food for thought:
Exclusive.org (http://www.exclusive.org/)
photostudio.org (http://www.photostudio.org/)
photogallery.info (http://www.photogallery.info/)
photoagency.org (http://www.photoagency.org/)
photocalendar.org (http://www.photocalendar.org/)
photodigest.org
photoexhibition.org (http://www.photoexhibition.org/)
photoexpo.org
photographypictures.com
photostudioequipment.com
posters.org (http://www.posters/)
prints.org

Workshop Support http://www.template.org
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Terry Poe
info@keywordresearch.org
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